Belle Glade Clinic

Services offered at this location:

Adult and pediatric care
Dental care
Pharmacy services
Women's health services
Behavioral health services

Address:

39200 Hooker Highway, Suite 101
Belle Glade, FL 33430
(Get directions to the Belle Glade Clinic)

Resources:

➤ Palm Tran Bus Schedules
➤ Watch a video about our Belle Glade dentist Dr. Michael Sofianos, Jr.
and his team who are serving the Glades community.

Hours:
Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Pharmacy Hours:
Monday - Friday 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Main Phone:
(561) 642-1000
(All day and after hours)

Pharmacy Phone:
(561) 204-2580

Medical Fax:
(561) 439-4185

Location Map
This project is supported by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) under grant number H80CS25684 for Health Center Cluster in the award amount of $7,278,563. Of the total project, 84.5% is financed with nongovernmental sources. This information and content and conclusions are those of the author and should not be construed as the official position or policy of, nor should any endorsements be inferred by HRSA, HHS.
The C. L. Brumback Primary Care Clinics were granted Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) deeming status effective January 1, 2023.

Support
Notice of Privacy Practices
Privacy Policy & Disclaimer
Non-discrimination Notice
ADA Notice
Department of Transportation Notice
Hospital Price Transparency
Employee Access Center

Compliance
Compliance Hotline: 1-866-633-7233
Compliance Page

Public Meetings
read all public meetings
Lakeside Health Advisory Board

**Date:** September 06, 2023

**Location:**
In-Person & Zoom Meeting - SEE MEETING DETAILS INCLUDED.

Lakeside Medical Center
39200 Hooker Highway
Belle Glade, FL 33430

Social Media